A true mark of quality has reached Bílovice. Our
collections of outdoor furniture Moja and Barka
and the car camping kit Nestbox all won the prestigious Good Design Award 2020. Behind the designs for award-winning products was none other
than studio 519.
The first two mentioned won in the category of
Furniture. The collection Barka by its very name alludes to staying by the water, freedom and free
space. All products of this collection are based on
a wood and steel supporting frame for providing
spacious seating. The backrest part is fitted with
outdoor fabric. To create even greater comfort,
you can supplement sitting with seat cushions or
armrests made from exterior fabric. The collection
also features a stool that can be used not only for
sitting, but also as a side table.
Our collection Moja will convince you that upholstered furniture is no longer a privilege only for interiors. A steel structure, backrest, footstool and
table made of quality outdoor mesh and upholstery made of durable outdoor materials - this is
Moja. Add a few pillows and you might easily forget that you are not sitting at

home in the living room, but actually on the terrace
or in the garden.
The third "Good Design" from Bílovice is the car
camping kit Nestbox. It magically turns your car
into a mobile home on wheels. There is also a small
but functional kitchen, refrigerator, storage space
for all your stuff and high-quality mattress. Just
place Nestbox in the trunk of your vehicle and you
can head out to seek adventure wherever your
heart, or the navigation system, draws you.
About the award
Good Design is hands down the oldest and still one
of the most prestigious design awards. It is organized by the Museum of Architecture and Design
The Chicago Athenaeum. Standing at the birth of
the prize in 1950 were the designers Charles and
Ray Eames, Russel Wright, George Nelson and Eero
Saarinen. Over its existence, it has bestowed over
40,000 awards in such areas as design and innovation, sustainability, creativity and use of materials.
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